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Sound Synthesis for Communicating Nonverbal
Expressive Cues

Javi F. Gorostiza, F. Alonso-Martı́n, A. Castro-González, and M. Salichs

Abstract—Non-verbal sounds (NVS) constitute an appealing
communicative channel for transmitting a message during a
dialog. They provide two main benefits: they are not linked to
any particular language, and they can express a message in a
short time. NVS have been successfully used in robotics, cell
phones, and science fiction films. However, there is a lack of
deep studies on how to model NVS. For instance, most of the
systems for NVS expression are ad hoc solutions that focus on
the communication of the most prominent emotion. Only a small
number of papers have proposed a more general model or dealt
directly with the expression of pure communicative acts, such
as affirmation, denial, or greeting. In this paper we propose a
system, referred to as the Sonic Expression System (SES), that
is able to generate NVS on the fly by adapting the sound to the
context of the interaction. The system is designed to be used by
social robots while conducting human–robot interactions. It is
based on a model that includes several acoustic features from
the amplitude, frequency, and time spaces. In order to evaluate
the capabilities of the system, nine categories of communicative
acts were created. By means of an online questionnaire, 51
participants classified the utterances according to their meaning,
such as agreement, hesitation, denial, hush, question, summon,
encouragement, greetings, and laughing. The results showed how
very different NVS generated by our SES can be used for
communicating.

Index Terms—Sound synthesis, Human–Robot Interaction,
Electrosonic mode, Social Robots, Non-Verbal Sounds, Sonic
mode, Quasons

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important challenges that social robots
have to face is to be able of interacting in a relatively natural,
efficient, and coherent way. A natural interaction implies many
robot capabilities that include multimodality, adaptability, co-
operativeness, reactivity, and others [?]. There are some papers
that deal with gesture expression or gesture perception [?],
[?]. Also, in voice interaction (dialog management), there
are many papers tackling problems such as grounding [?],
engagement [?], natural language understanding, and natural
language generation [?]. Much ongoing research also treats
multimodality on both sides: perception and expression. For
instance, [?] presents a multimodal system that is able to
combine the inputs from a tablet, the user’s voice, and gestures.
Multimodal fusion allows completing the information of one
mode by using another, for example, the system resolves
deixis cases in commands such as “go there” (while pointing
to some place with the hand). In [?], a multimodal dialog
manager allows a robot to combine partial information of
vision and speech into a coherent message. Many models,
such as Behavior Markup Language (BML), face the problem
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of how to synchronize the different modalities of a robot or
agent into a unique coherent expression [?].

However, there has been little research that analyzes the
communicative possibilities offered by sound expression to
robots, i.e., the “sonic mode.”

The sonic mode is a constant channel present in human
activity, which includes the voice, but is not limited to it.
Humans, and of course other animals, communicate with each
other by: non-linguistic utterances, suprasegmental sounds,
sounds such as laughing, sighing, or yawning, and many others
that involve different parts of the body (clapping or intestinal
sounds, for example). Sounds and varieties of vocal patterns
(e.g., a song) play an important role in social relationships. As
noted by Bruce Richman [?], a prosodic variation while vocal-
izing relaxes inner tensions and conflicts in the background of
social groups, and “succeeds like social grooming in setting up
minute-to-minute relationships.” This “sonic mode” includes
different types of NVS: “non-linguistic utterance” (NLU) in
[?], “subtle expressions” in [?], “gibberish speech” in [?],
“musical sound” in [?], “anthropomorphic auditory icons” in
[?], “affect burst” in [?], or “auditory icons” in [?].

Also, from a cognitive perspective, non-linguistic elements
are quite important in artificial intelligence agents for con-
necting language to the real world [?]. Language rests upon
deep roots that are not verbal but acoustic. These non-verbal
contexts leverage speech acts, words, and utterances, to convey
their meaning.

New electronic devices, such as mobile phones, tablets,
and computers, use the sonic mode to convey relevant and
specific events, such as the reception of a new message, a
new incoming call, low battery, etc. These sounds, called
earcons, are composed in such a manner that they analogously
imitate the event they are intended to express, and are easy to
understand. For instance, a low battery earcon could decrease
its pitch to express that the battery charge is in fact decreasing.

Similar to these devices, social robots are essentially elec-
tronic devices that facilitate the task of generating, creating,
and expressing electronic complex sounds. A robot can re-
produce music or any natural sampled sound, but it can also
express itself by artificial electronic sounds similar to the
ones generated by other electronic devices, such as music
synthesizers. Sonic design is an appealing research field—as
pointed out in [?], “Voice and gesture provide a rich domain
for sketching which is just waiting for the appropriate tools
that can be exploited for sonic interaction design.”

The Sonic Expression System (SES) is a synthesizer
system that allows a robot to express itself by generating
different electronic nonverbal sounds (NVSs) in real time. This
system may be desirable for natural human–robot interaction
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(HRI). The sonic mode comes in as a new appealing robotic
expression mode. This fact implies several new challenges.
For instance, how to control electronic sounds for expressing
emotions, intentions, or communicative acts such as the signals
of greeting, affirmation, or non-understanding.

Several papers on NVS generation focus on the expression
of the most prominent emotions, such as anger/irritation,
fear, disgust/dislike, happiness/joy, sadness, surprise, sorrow,
neutral/calm, comfort, distress, shyness, pride, or expectation
(see [?], [?], [?], [?]). But only a few deal directly with the
expression of pure communicative expressions or intentions,
such as affirmation/agreement, denial/disagreement, encour-
agement, introduction, questioning, or hesitation, as described
by Silbot in [?], or the “subtle expressions” described in [?].

This shortcoming reflects the difficulty in expressing com-
municative acts by NVS with the systems developed at the
moment.

This paper not only proposes a general model for NVS
generation, but also develops a particular SES, based on such
model, that focuses on those types of communicative inten-
tions rather than on the expression of emotions. The developed
system is tested in expressing the following intentions or
communicative acts: agreement, hesitation, denial, question,
hush, summon, encouragement, greeting, and laughter.

The sonic mode is seen as a complementary modality in a
multimodal interactive system, and not just as an alternative
solution in either natural HRI or in human–computer interac-
tion (HCI). We believe that it will enhance the expressiveness,
eloquence and efficiency of the interaction with a human
being.

Even though natural spoken language, composed of utter-
ances, includes hesitations, pauses, non-verbal sounds, repeti-
tions, and in essence contains non-structural elements, every
utterance has an ordered structure formed by simpler sound el-
ements, such as phonemes and other guttural sounds combined
with moments of silence. Therefore, SES allows controlling
these basic elements or grains, and must be versatile enough
to be adaptable online at interaction time.

A complete SES should be able to express a variety of
possible sound domains: nature and objects such as waterfall,
a thunder or a glass crashing; human sounds such as clapping,
yawing or laughing; artificial sounds such as the ones used
by earcons, sci-fi or robotic sounds. Each of these sounds has
different technical requirements.

The paradigm for sonic synthesis followed by the presented
system is a special type of granular synthesis where each grain
incorporates multiple acoustic features that can be modified
on-line. The rules of combination of the grains into more
complex synthesized sounds are also addressed in the present
paper. Each grain is called a quason, and their meaningful
combination forms a Sonic Utterance (SU). Both concepts
will be described in more detail below.

A. Requirements for a General Sonic Expression System

The main purpose of our project is to create a general
and adaptable Sonic Expression System (SES), as defined
above, that could express sonic utterances in four main groups:

intentions or communicative expressions, such as approval,
rejection, hesitation, or greeting; expressing affection, such
as joy, calmness, or sadness; human nature sounds that are
different from an explicit communicative expression, such as
laughter, weeping, coughing, yawning, or a heartbeat; and
finally, narrative communication messages by pantomimic
sounds that represent a particular occurrence or event, such
as something that falls or breaks, something that suddenly
happens, or something that goes away. We consider that these
four groups cover most of the communicative necessities for
many HRI scenes.

Natural interaction implies an adaptation and synchroniza-
tion between the involved subjects. For example, humans tend
to adapt their rhythms both in gesture and voices. Message
synchronization plays a significant role in the naturalness
of an interaction, as has been pointed out by Kendom [?],
Birdwhistell [?], and many others (a good compilation of
papers that deal with the rhythms of interaction can be found
in [?]).

The expression of non-verbal sounds is interactive and has
to adapt the emitted sound to fit a particular communicative
circumstance in the interaction loop. For instance, instead of
having pre-recorded sounds, real-time sound synthesis allows
defining the appropriate duration of an NVS in order to fit
correctly into the latent rhythm of the messages in a natural
interaction.

This synchronization implies both adapting the timing and
modulating the intensity. For instance, in order to express
a sound of surprise, different acoustic features have to be
modulated depending on the importance, intensity, and energy
of the surprise, which will go from a subtle “uhm?” to an
energetic “whaaaat!!!” Other sounds, such as expressing a
greeting, may need their duration and timing adapted to fit
the rhythm of the interaction.

The main requirements for a general SES could be summa-
rized in the following:

• Expressivity. The sounds should cover a wide range of
domains, from communicative intentions to pantomimic
sounds.

• Adaptation and synchronization to the user’s movements
and sounds.

• Real-time synthesis. It should conform to the interaction
context.

This paper is structured as follows.

First, in Section II, the state-of-the-art of non-verbal sound
generation systems is presented. Next, in Section III, the
quason concept is defined. The next section, Section IV,
explains the combination of quasons in sonic utterance. Later,
in Section V, the implementation of SES is described. In
Section VI, several examples are shown to demonstrate the
versatility of our system. Next, Section VII presents a study
that allows checking whether the expression of the non-verbal
sounds by our system is potentially communicative, so it
can enhance and improve natural HRI. Lastly, Section VIII
presents our conclusions and outlines future research.
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II. RELATED WORK

At a glance, in the state-of-the-art there is no general
formalization of an acoustic control model for generating
NVS. Each researcher uses a different model and acoustic
parameters. Moreover, each set of parameters is closely related
to the model and the algorithm implemented for generating the
NVS. The main purpose of this section is to establish the basis
of a general model that includes all the parameters of the most
relevant SES paradigms.

Several researchers, such as Juslin et al. [?] and Coutinho
et al.[?], have analyzed the relationship between the psychoa-
coustic features of music and the emotional feelings evoked in
the user. For instance, [?] presents a hybrid model that gathers
the acoustic features in both speech and in music.

Table I summarizes some prominent SES models/param-
eters: a human voice model developed by [?] and used by
Kismet, the robotic torso ([?]); the system presented in [?] that
simulates how to synthesize gibberish for emotional agents;
and the main parameters used for studying the detection of
emotions in music in [?].

Each model is represented by a finite set of acoustic
parameters. These parameters are gathered into three main
acoustic categories: Amplitude, Frequency and Time.

Amplitude includes the parameters that directly affect the
changes over time in the signal’s energy. Frequency includes
all the parameters that affect the spectrum of the signal. The
parameters included in the time category affect the duration
of the whole signal or a part of it. Each model depicted in
Table I is explained in more detail in the following sections.

This section also mentions the NVS generation systems used
in robotics.

A. Prosodic Features of Human Voice Models

The acoustic utterance models for expressing emotions
through speech are based on phonetic and syntactic param-
eters. The first column of Table I is related to the general
acoustical model described in [?], which was applied to the
Kismet robot, as described in [?] and [?].

There are some parameters with a direct influence on the
control of the amplitude envelope of the final utterance. For
instance, accents and emotive emphasis are made by increas-
ing the volume in a certain part of the utterance, which is
controlled by the accent shape and contour slope parameters.
The general volume is controlled by loudness. The parameter
tremor controls the irregularities between successive glottal
pulses.

Parameters such as breathing, brilliance or laryngealization
have a specific influence on the timbre of the utterance.
Thus, breath includes pink noise in the signal, and brilliance
is achieved by a HPF (high pass filter). Pitch variation is
described by parameters such as average pitch, pitch range,
pitch base and pitch discontinuity.

Timing aspects are covered by the precision of articulation
parameter and the speech rate parameter (the velocity of the
sound signal).

These parameters are continuous and normalized in the
range of [−10,10] (minimum and maximum influence); zero

is regulated to be the neutral influence. The system takes as
input an emotion label, from among 13 possibilities, and an
incoming text sentence.

For each emotion label, there is a vector of fixed default
values for the parameters that are adjusted by the developer.
Going beyond or below these values, the influence or intensity
will increase or decrease, respectively. This calibration is
handmade by the developer.

B. The Generation of Emotional Speech in a Cartoon

In [?], the author describes an algorithm that allows an
artificial agent to modulate its intonation to express emotions,
concatenating speech synthesis as gibberish. Therefore, as in
[?], the system also makes a correlation between an incoming
emotion label and a set of values.

A simple and complete algorithm is in charge of specifying
the pitch contour, and the duration, for each phoneme of the
final utterance.

It is based on both continuous and logical parameters.
For instance, PROBACCENT is a continuous parameter that
defines a probability rate for stressing the phoneme. Other
parameters, such as CONTOURLASTWORD, or LASTWOR-
DACCENTED, just take two logical values that define whether
the last phoneme pitch has to be brought up or let down by
the amount set by the PITCHVAR parameter. Accents in this
model are made by stretching the duration of the accented
phoneme.

In order to give naturalness to the final sentence, some
parameters such as DURVAR, the variation of the duration of
the phoneme, and PITCHVAR, the variation of the pitch of the
phoneme, are used inside a random function. Therefore, the
algorithm, when executed different times but with the same
values of the parameters, can generate acoustically different
sentences.

There is one main parameter, VOLUME, that sets the
loudness of the complete sentence.

C. Music and Emotions

In [?], the close relationship between the vocal and musical
expression of emotions is demonstrated by reviewing 104 stud-
ies. Both channels (voice and music) reveal similarities in “the
accuracy with which discrete emotions were communicated”
and “the emotion-specific patterns of acoustic cues used to
communicate each emotion” [?]. In that paper, some acoustic
features were defined as cues for depicting where the essence
of the emotion in the voice/music was: the fundamental
frequency (F0), pauses, volume contour, rhythm, articulation,
and speech rate. Some of them are more connotative and
difficult to define in mathematical terms.

The expression of emotion in music as described in [?] is
focused on the understanding of the specific psychoacoustic
features involved in the expression of emotions in music
and speech. That paper relates emotional parameters, arousal
and valence to a large set of psychoacoustic parameters that
are classified into five main categories: Dynamics, Loudness,
Timbre, Mean Pitch, and Pitch Variation.
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Human Voice Model
(Kismet and DECtalk [?]) Gibberish (Oudeyer [?]) Music and Emotions

(Coutinho [?]) Parameter Category

accent shape
loudness
contour slope VOLUME Dynamic Loudness Amplitude

tremor

average pitch MEANPITCH Melody Contour
final lowering Prosody Contour
pitch range PITCHVAR Spectral Flux
reference line MAXPITCH Sharpness (Aures)
breathiness Sharpness (Zwicker & Fastl) Frequency

brilliance CONTOURLASTWORD Spectrum Centroid
laryngealization DEFAULTCONTOUR Dissonance
pause discontinuity Roughness

exaggeration LASTWORDACCENTED
fluent pauses
hesitation pauses MEANDUR Tempo

speech rate PROBACCENT Time

stress frequency
precision DURVAR Speech Rate

TABLE I: Acoustic parameters taken from the most relevant papers of the state-of-the-art

These psychoacoustic parameters are summarized in col-
umn three of Table I. Continuous parameters, such as
Melody/Prosody contour, control the evolution of pitch along
time for the contour of the prosody of the music/speech. The
spectral flux in the case of music, and the roughness in the
case of speech, quantify how much the power spectrum of
the signal changes in time. The Power Spectrum Centroid
and the sharpness of the acoustic signal in two mathematical
definitions, one defined by Zwicher and Fastl (see [?]), and
the other defined by Aures (see [?]), define the timbre of the
signal, that is, the evolution of its spectrum over time.

Tempo, for music, and speech rate, for speech, set the
rhythm velocity of the acoustical signal.

D. Sonic Expression Systems in Social Robots

NVS have been used extensively by several science fiction
robotic characters, such as R2D2 and WALL-E. The sounds
of these robots were designed by Ben Burtt, a sound designer
who also made the sounds of Darth Vader breathing, the
classical lightsaber hum, and many other important sci-fi
sounds. He was able to efficiently combine natural sounds with
electronic-sounding effects to produce NVS that expressed
R2D2’s intentions, thoughts, and emotions.

R2D2’s sounds are rapid whistles whose pitches, which are
quite high, jump quickly in patterns of rhythmical licks. Some
of R2D2’s sounds have been represented in [?] as musical
scores. They have been analyzed in terms of musical parame-
ters, such as intonation, pitch, and timbre. The analysis gives
the general rules of the behavior of these parameters when
the robot expresses five communicative intentions: affirmation,
denial, encouragement, introduction, and question, and two
main emotions: happiness and sadness. This result relates
each of these seven expressions with a description of the
used intonation, pitch range, and timbre. Thus, Affirmation
is described as a “descending progression of short sixteenth

note” with a pitch in the range of 262–1.175 Hz and using a
timbre identified as a whistle and a synthesizer.

This analysis is quite connotative and qualitative, but can
be used as a basic description of a more general model for
those seven expressions.

These rules served as the inspiration for the composition of
NVS as short fixed musical licks for the robot Silbot ([?]), in
an application where the robot works as an English teacher [?].
Although this robot is able to express a set of five intentions
and three emotions, it is not designed to be extrapolated to
any other robot.

[?] studied how schoolchildren perceive different variations
of musical parameters of the emotive aspect of NVS in a
humanoid robot, Nao. The system generates simple tones
without any possibility of controlling their timbre. It neither
allows generating more than one tone at a time nor adding
harmony to the final sound. As for the timing aspect, there is
no rhythm, and the only parameter used to generate the sounds
is their duration.

The sounds presented to each child had basic variations in
pitch contours and duration, and the children had to identify
the dominant emotion of what they heard.

The results suggest that variations in timing have more
influence than variations in pitch contour.

In essence, the algorithms of the reviewed models in the
previous section share the same mechanism: they modulate
the general physical features of the acoustic utterance: the
amplitude envelope, the frequency or pitch variation, the
evolution of the signal spectrum over time, and the duration
of the utterance. Despite the fact that different algorithms and
sets of acoustic features produce similar expressive sounds,
there is no unique general model or formalism for a general
SES. Each paper uses its ad hoc SES solution.

In general, all the acoustic features presented can be gath-
ered into three main categories: Amplitude, Frequency and
Time, as depicted in Table I. Moreover, for simulating a live
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expression, all the models use some type of randomness or
probability parameter in the assignment of the values to some
acoustic features.

III. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE Quason: THE ATOMIC UNIT
OF SOUND

The proposed model represents the sound landscape of a
whole sonic expression as a musical combination of one or
more minimum elements. A quason is a model that represents
each of these indivisible, minimum sounds in terms of the
variation of its acoustic features.

We define a quason as the smallest sound unit that holds
a set of indivisible psychoacoustic features that makes it
perfectly distinguishable from other sounds, and whose com-
binations generate a more complex individual sound unit. The
name quason comes as a combination of the words quantum,
in the sense of indivisible package of information, and sound.

A. The Acoustic Features of the Quason

The main acoustic features used for the synthesis of quasons
are classified into three categories: Amplitude, Frequency and
Time. The equivalent of a quason in classical music notation
would be a simple note. Each note has its own graphical
representation that describes its pitch and duration. Since
quasons include additional parameters besides their fundamen-
tal frequency and duration, it is necessary to create a new
graphical representation. Figure 1 shows these three categories,
Ωamp, Ω f req and Ωtime in a new graphical representation for
quasons.

1) The Parameters of the Quason in the Amplitude Space
Ωa: This category includes two parameters: the amplitude en-
velope and the volume of the quason. The amplitude envelope
is defined to be a normalized curve (in the range between 0
and 1) as shown in Figure 1. The normalized amplitude is later
scaled using the volume parameter. In Figure 1, an example of
an amplitude envelope is represented by a set of 12 key-points.

2) Quason Parameters in the Frequency Space Ω f : The
category Frequency refers to the spectrum of the quason,
which is defined by two curves: the pitch envelope and the
timbre envelope.

The pitch envelope is the evolution in time of the quason’s
fundamental frequency while it is sounding. Analogously to
the amplitude envelope, the pitch envelope is defined to be a
normalized curve, which is scaled by two main parameters: the
main pitch (F0), and a percentage frequency variation (∆F).

In Figure 1 the pitch envelope is implemented as a nominal
curve formed by six key-points represented by small squares,
with its normalized value.

Another important acoustic feature in the frequency domain
is the timbre. In psychoacoustics, timbre defines the tone color,
personality, and tone quality ([?]). Physically, it is related to
the spectrum of the sound.

The study of timbre is complicated enough by itself, but in
our model, we simplify the timbre to be a uni-dimensional
parameter. Its variation is defined by a normalized curve,
the timbre envelope, where timbre = 0 represents a soft or
dull timbre, with few harmonic components, and timbre = 1

Fig. 1: Graphical representation of the quason concept, in-
cluding its acoustic features classified into three categories:
Amplitude, Frequency and Time. Each quason is represented
by four main envelopes: amplitude, pitch, timbre and time.
Each timbre envelope point has a scalar timbre value, which
has been represented as the width of the pitch envelope curve.
Notice that curves are described as a set of key points and
they are normalized in the range [0,1]; the system interpolates
between such points.

represents a sharp or noisy timbre with more harmonic and
non-harmonic components. How timbre is implemented is
explained in more detail in Section V-B. In Figure 1, the timbre
envelope is implemented as the variation of the width of the
pitch envelope curve.

3) Quason Parameters in the Time space Ωt : The main
feature of a quason in this category is the duration, i.e., the
time the quason is audible. This parameter defines the duration
of the envelopes related to the amplitude, pitch and timbre,
described above.

There is also a tempo curve that defines the variation as a
percentage of the tempo, or the time velocity at each instant.
For instance, in Figure 1, the tempo envelope of the quason
is defined by a set of four key-points. It will begin at 50% of
its normal value. Then the envelope will begin an accelerando
to reach 100% of its normal velocity, and later will decrease
again to 50% until the end of the quason.

Notice that the tempo curve does not affect the quason’s
pitch or other categorical feature.

IV. THE SONIC UTTERANCE: A COMBINATION OF
QUASONS

A Sonic Utterance (SU) is defined here as a sound structure
formed by a combination of a finite number of quasons in a
musical lick, that is, in a musical phrase with a communicative
purpose.
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Fig. 2: Acoustic features of a Sonic Utterance as a set of
quasons. The high level SU acoustic features modulate the
low level acoustic features of the quasons.

A. Acoustic Features of Sonic Utterances

SU acoustic features are also defined in three categories:
Amplitude, Frequency and Time, as shown in Figure 2. When
the SU is played, its high level acoustic features modulate the
low level features of the quasons, as explained below.

a) Amplitude Category (Ωa): In the domain of ampli-
tude, the SU defines the global amplitude envelope, inde-
pendently of the particular local amplitude envelope of each
quason.

The Volume parameter is also defined here as the global
volume of the sonic utterance, and it is used to scale the global
amplitude envelope curve, which is a normalized curve.

The combination of SU volume and SU amplitude envelopes
scale the volume of each quason that belongs to the SU.

b) Frequency Category (Ω f ): Melody defines an ordered
list of the main frequencies of each quason in the SU. The
melody could belong to a specific map or musical scale if there
is interest in giving a musical intention to the sonic utterance.
For instance, as described in several papers, such as [?], minor
scales are associated with the perception of negative messages,
affects, or emotions, such as sadness, while a major scale tends
to carry a more positive message, such as encouragement.

Several quasons could sound at the same time. Texture mea-
sures the multiplicity or number of quasons simultaneously
present in the sound of the SU, which establishes a relation
between their pitches that is called harmony. This relation
could express relaxation, unison, and agreement, or it could
express dissonance, discord and tension.

Having more than one voice line in the SU increases
enormously the expressivity of the communicative sound. But
it also brings up two main problems: how to harmonize the
different voices, and how to combine them in time and in the
rhythm of the utterance elements for communicating a non-
verbal message. This aspect is analyzed in more detail by a
few SU examples in Section VI.

c) Time Category (Ωt ): The sonic utterance is composed
of different quasons following a rhythm pattern, which
establishes the place in time where each quason has to sound.

This pattern is created at two levels: horizontally, following
the definition of a melody, which concerns the quasons of the
main musical voice line, and vertically, following the definition
of harmony, which concerns the accompaniment quasons.
For instance, a counterpoint based approach will have two
independent voices in their complementary rhythm patterns,
which will produce a different communicative intention than
an SU where all quasons follow the same rhythm pattern.

Tempo establishes the velocity of the SU. It is measured
in beats-per-minute (bpm). There is also a tempo modulation
described by a nominal curve that specifies the main tempo
modification along the sonic utterance.

The articulation parameter is the tempo variation for each
quason. The rhythm can be mechanical and regular, or include
variations, imperfections, and be more natural. A more natural
SU includes an irregularity articulation parameter that sets a
percentage of randomness in each pulse of the tempo.

The tempo establishes the duration of the sonic utterance
that scales in time the duration of each quason.

Fig. 3: Example of a sonic utterance with all its acoustic
features. The quasons are combined in a musical score. The
main amplitude envelope represents the musical dynamics as a
normalized curved that is scaled by the main volume (dynam-
ics). The position of each quason in the score establishes the
rhythmic pattern of the SU, which is played as defined by the
tempo parameter in beats per minute (bpm). The articulation
establishes a random percentage of variation in the regularity
of that tempo. The vertical position of the quason defines its
main pitch, which will be used to scale the frequency envelope
of each quason.

B. An Example of a Sonic Utterance

Figure 3 shows an example of an SU in a musical score
composed of seven quasons. As in a classical score, the hori-
zontal dimension represents time while the vertical dimension
represents pitch. A rhythm pattern in the low part of the
figure shows the rhythm figure for each quason. The tempo
parameter establishes the velocity and the duration of the sonic
phrase. Notice that some quasons can sound concurrently,
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which causes a harmonic relationship, but there is also a
melodic line that is generally established by the highest voice.

The height of the quason in the score is related to its main
pitch, F0, which is used to scale its pitch envelope. The
dynamic curve and the main volume modulate the amplitude
of each quason of the SU.

The tempo is modulated by a tempo envelope, a nominal
curve that establishes the percentage of modulation. There
is also a feature, the articulation parameter, that includes a
random percentage of variation in the tempo of playing the
rhythmic pattern.

V. THE SONIC EXPRESSION SYSTEM

Figure 4 shows the complete SES with its two main mod-
ules. The SU, which is formed by quasons, is synthesized by
the SU Player and the SU Controller.

The SU Controller sends, in real time, the acoustic param-
eters variations to the SU Player. The SU Player sends Open
Control Sound (OSC)1 messages to the implemented Puredata
application2, which synthesizes the sound in SES.

Fig. 4: Sonic Expression System (SES). SU-quasons can be
generated in real-time by the Continuous Composer or from a
modulation of SU-quasons of a repository. This paper focuses
on the functionality of modules in continuous line.

There is an initial quason repository that includes the
basic elements that can be modulated and combined into new
quasons. Basic quasons are built from a set of normalized
curves that represent the shape of an envelope, for amplitude,
pitch, timbre or rhythm.

Both the initial sets of quasons and the normalized curves
can be easily increased with new elements at interaction

1OSC: Open Sound Control is a standard protocol for communicating
music devices on a network. It is an open alternative to MIDI.

2https://puredata.info/

time. This is achieved by the Continuous Composer module,
which creates normalized curves from different sources, as, for
instance, from the acoustic features perception of the user’s
utterance. The details of such composition are outside the
scope of the present paper, and what is here relevant is that this
module receives the communicative act as a function of time
of some articulation parameters κ(pi, t), such as the timing of
the SU, its duration, or intensity, which can be used in the
generation and modulation of the SU. In this manner, the SES
allows modulating and adapting the SU to the context of the
interaction: for instance, adapting the timings, rhythms, and
pitches to adjust the robot’s expression to the users.

Once the Continuous Composer module receives the com-
municative act, it selects the SU-quasons from the repository
that is loaded and modulated by the SU Controller. Modulation
changes the values of the acoustic parameters of both the SU
and the quasons that make up that SU, as explained in Section
V-A.

A. Nominal Curves and Modulation

Continuous parameters, such as amplitude, pitch, and tim-
bre, are based on a repository of a set of nominal curves.
These curves represent the shape of an envelope. For instance,
a sound whose amplitude goes up will load the up.env nominal
curve and then modulate it using the volume and duration pa-
rameter to scale the nominal curve for the amplitude envelope.

Fig. 5: Initial repository of normalized curves. These curves
are used for making up quasons by selection and modulation.
The repository can easily be increased at interaction time.

As shown in Figure 5, there are nominal curves for going
up, down, or for the standard Attack-Decay-Sustain Release
envelope (ADSR). Each curve can be assigned to any of the
continuous parameters of the quason: amplitude, frequency, or
timbre envelopes. In the definition of the quason, the amplitude
range of each curve and the duration of the quason is also
defined. These values are used, respectively, to modulate each
curve in intensity and in duration. The nominal curve is defined
by a set of key-points. Once it is loaded, interpolation for
playing is made by a spline-based algorithm.

1) Example of a Quason Description: Let’s see the follow-
ing quason from the repository related to the SU of laughing:
“laugh begin 1.” Each parameter is detailed in Figure 6.

On the left, the figure shows the definition of the structure
of the quason. The first line corresponds to the name of the
quason. Each of the following lines defines two parameters
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and the normalized curve used. The parameters are used
to modulate the curve in its y-axis in different ways for
amplitude, frequency and timbre. Following the example,
amplitude would be defined by the cos 4.env curve that is
shown in Figure 5. This envelope is modulated to be between
0.7 (maximum) and 0.5 (minimum). The frequency of the
quason will be centered at 750 Hz with a variation of 30%,
which means between 525 Hz and 975 Hz. Timbre will be
centered at 0.4 with a variation of 100%, that is, between 0
and 0.8.

The last line defines the duration of the quason in millisec-
onds, which is used to modulate the envelopes in time.

The right side of the Figure 5 is a graphical representation
of a quason. Notice how the timbre is represented by the width
of the pitch curve.

Fig. 6: Graphic representation of laugh begin quason. The
amplitude curve is cos 4, with values between 0.5 and 0.7.
The frequency envelope goes “up-envelope” from 750 Hz to
750 + 30% (that is, 975 Hz). Timbre is another cos 4 envelope
with values between 0 and 0.4 + 100% (that is, 0.8)

2) Example of an SU Description: Each SU is defined as
a structure that includes its acoustic parameters and the set of
quasons that form the SU. For instance, the SU laughing is
defined as the following structure:

bpm 300 # b e a t s per mi n u t e
l a u g h b e g i n 1 99 2 # quasons l i s t
l a u g h b e g i n 2 79 2
l a u g h c o n t i n u e 1 0 1 92 0 . 5 90 0 . 5 89

Listing 1: Example of an SU for expressing “laughing”

The first line defines the velocity of the SU by the bpm
parameter (beats per minute). The following lines belong to
each of the quasons that make up the SU. In the example, the
SU is built from three quasons: laugh begin 1, laugh begin 2
and laugh continue 1.

For each quason, a set of notes is defined as pairs of values:
MIDI3 pitch and pulse duration. Each quason is played as a
note. In the example, the laugh begin 1 is played as a D#6,
that in MIDI is number 99, and for two pulses, that is, as a half
note. The quason laugh continue 1 is played as a semiquaver
(0.5 of a pulse) after a crotchet of silence (0 MIDI pitch).

This list of notes defines both the melody and the harmony
of the SU.

3Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a protocol designed for recording
and playing back music

B. Quason Implementation

Fig. 8: Block diagram of the synthesis of quason timbre. The
sound of a quason is a non-linear mixture of four sound
sources: a simple oscillator, an oscillator of a custom wave
shape, a square wave, and a pink noise. Each source takes as
input the instantaneous frequency (freq(t)) of the quason, and
generates a sound wave that is modulated by a non-linear gain
function. This function depends on the instantaneous timbre
(tim(t)). The mixed sound is modulated by the instantaneous
amplitude (amp(t))

Quasons are implemented using puredata [?], an open
source visual programming language for music generation
that enables researchers and developers to create musical
applications graphically. Puredata can easily work over local
and remote networks, which makes its integration easy in any
existing architecture.

A quason is implemented as a set of puredata patches with
objects that transform the acoustic quason features enumerated
in Section III into sound, in real time. The amplitude envelope
modulates the audio volume of the quason. The quason is
modulated by the duration parameter, the pitch and the timbre
envelopes. The timbre generation module, which is the core
of a quason, will be explained in the following Section V-B1
in more detail.

1) The Generation of a Quason’s Timbre: The sound of
a quason is a weighted mixture of four different acoustic
sources: a sinusoidal oscillator, an oscillator of a custom wave
shape, a triangle wave and a pink noise source. Figure 8 shows
how these four sources are mixed. The timbre generation
subsystem receives three instantaneous variables: frequency
(freq), timbre (tim) and amplitude (amp). Their values are
obtained from the respective envelopes when the quason is
played. So the pitch envelope will give a frequency variable.

2) Sound Generators: Four different sound generators have
been considered in this paper: a sinusoidal oscillator, a pink
noise generator, a phasor, and a custom wave generator. We
give their details in the following.

The first generator is a simple sinusoidal oscillator, and
represents the softest possible timbre, that is, a sound with just
one frequency component. The pink noise generator produces
noise with frequencies which are close to the quason’s instan-
taneous frequency. The phasor generator creates a sawtooth
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Fig. 7: Pure Data patch for the generation of a quason’s sound timbre. The timbre is generated by four sound sources: an
oscillator, a sawtooth generator, a cute sound source, and a pink noise generator. The sources are mixed by four empirical
tables.

audio signal using the received instantaneous frequency. It
sounds like a distorted sinusoidal oscillator and includes more
harmonic components, so its sound is rougher. Its timbre could
be considered to be between the sinusoidal oscillator and the
pink noise. Lastly, the system allows generating an oscillator
with any custom wave shape. This generator allows using a
custom timbre. It is possible to load a wave shape taken from
samples of an instrument (violin, piano, bell,..) or any other
custom sound.

The signal of each of the four generators is modulated by
a specific gain curve. Each gain depends on the instantaneous
timbre value (t(t) as shown in Figure 8). For instance, in the
sinusoidal oscillator the gain goes from a maximum value
when timbre = 0, to zero, when timbre = 1.

The values of these gain curves were chosen empirically
with the collaboration and advice of an expert musician. The
main criteria used is that the final quason’s timbre be an
efficient and weighted combination that covers the essential
necessities of an “abstract” granular sound going from the
softest sinusoidal tone when timbre = 0, to the sharpest pink
noise sound, when timbre = 1.

Figure 7 shows a partial puredata patch responsible for gen-
erating quason’s timbre, so it implements the system presented
in Figure 8. The patch receives three main parameters: the
instantaneous amplitude (in normalized units), the fundamental
frequency (in Hertz), and the timbre parameter (in normalized
units). The timbre parameter is used to mix the four sound
sources. The four different sound generators are implemented
by four patches: osc ∼, tabosc ∼, phasor ∼, and noise ∼.

Patch tabosc∼ reads the wave shape to be synthesized from
the t wave shape table. In the example shown in Figure 7,

this shape is a harmonic combination of seven sinusoidal
components, as expressed in Equation (1).

wave(t) =
6

∑
n=0

(−1)n0.2cos(n f0t) (1)

This wave is shown in the t wave shape graph. Its timbre
is softer than a sawtooth but sharper than an oscillator, so it
generates a “cute” sound.

Figure 7 shows how the four sound generators are mixed to
create a sound with a specific timbre. The weighted mixing
is made using four tables corresponding to the four gain
curves: t timbre osc, t timbre table, t timbre phasor and
t timbre noise.

3) Timbre Dimension as a Scalar Parameter: In the pre-
sented model, the quason’s timbre is finally implemented as a
normalized scalar variable. The system implemented in pure-
data allows modifying the timbre in real time. As explained
above, the evolution of the quason’s timbre is defined by the
timbre envelope.

To depict how the timbre variable modifies the sound of a
quason, Figure 9 shows the spectrum of a quason covering
the overall range of the timbre variable, from 0 to 1 in six
seconds. The spectrum swap begins with a sinusoidal signal at
440 Hz, with a narrow bandwidth, and continues adding more
harmonic components and enhancing the bandwidth and the
“color” of the sound. Finally, we have a pink noise centered
on the fundamental frequency.

This spectrum is the result of how the four sound sources
are mixed by their gain curves, as shown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 9: Timbre swap spectrum from 0 to 1 uniform timbre
values, 440 Hz fundamental frequency.

Fig. 11: Examples of SUs classified into three groups accord-
ing to the pragmatic effect that the NVS tries to induce in
the user: Push for giving information, Pull for asking for an
action, and Point for pointing the sequence of the interaction.

C. An example of a Quason

The acoustic features of a set of sounds have been analyzed
with the aim of representing such sounds in terms of the
acoustic features of a quason.

Figure 10 presents one example of how one robotic sound is
translated to quason acoustic features. The signal spectrum of
the original sound is taken to create the frequency and timbre
envelopes. The amplitude envelope of the quason is taken from
the envelope of the signal. The figure also shows two tables
with the key-points of frequency, timbre and amplitude used
for creating the quason.

VI. EXAMPLES OF SONIC UTTERANCES GENERATED FOR
THE SES

To evaluate how the communicative expressions are under-
stood by a non-expert user, we have implemented a set of NVS
examples generated by the quason-SU formulation.

The concrete generated NVS are classified into three differ-
ent communicative categories, depending on their intention of
giving information to the user (the Push category), extracting
information from the user (Pull category) or focusing on
the flow of interaction (Punctuation category). Figure 11
shows nine natural communicative intentions that play a very
important role in natural interactions.

The first column represents three communicative expres-
sions that give or push some information, or just answer a
question to the user: affirmation, hesitation and negation.

The second column represents three communicative expres-
sions whose aim is to arouse, provoke, or pull a specific
behaviour in the user: hush to keep silence, summon for asking
that they move closer, and signal non-understanding or just
question for repeating something that hasn’t been understood.

Lastly, the third column represents three communicative ex-
pressions that are involved in how the interaction is sequenced
or specified. In [?] it is called the “punctuation of sequences”
in communication: greeting, which opens a new conversation,
encouragement for expressing that the user is listening and
supports what the speaker is saying, and laughing could
explicitly value something as funny or could just strengthen
the engagement in the interaction.

At the moment, we have not established a formal model for
expressing each of these expressions. The sounds used for our
test have been composed by the researchers with the help of a
professional in music and sound art composition. The criteria
used for such composition was based on previous studies in
NVS systems, such as [?] or [?], and inspired by science fiction
examples such as RD2D and Wall-E.

For each of these communicative expression, the sounds
were composed and divided into three intensity levels of
expressivity: low, normal and high. For instance, laughing is
expressed in ways that range from an incipient smile to a loud
guffaw.

The experiment was intended to test two aspects of the com-
municative efficiency of the SES. First, we tested the efficiency
in the generation of NVS for very different communicative
expressions. Moreover, we also tested whether the SES is able
to express each communicative expression in different levels
of intensity by just changing the acoustic parameters values
that describe each sound. Note that some of the expressions
would be implemented by a complex SU, others just by a
simple quason.

A. Expression of Approval

This communicative expression includes any type of posi-
tive response, such as approval, acceptance, affirmation, agree-
ment, etc. The results of [?] show that sounds for expressing
agreement are more intense if they are shorter and do not
change pitch. Moreover, we use the major mode, which better
expresses a positive mood than does the minor mode. The
rhythm pattern is chosen to express completion, conclusion,
or resolution.

Fig. 12: Score for affirmation or approval at low intensity.
Major mode in harmony and a rhythm pattern that expresses
resolution.

The quason implemented for each note is an ADSR-based
tone as follows:
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Fig. 10: Analysis of R2D2’s beep and its representation as a quason. The quason is defined as the key-points of frequency,
timbre parameter, and volume amplitude along time (in ms)

n o t e a d s r # quason name
0 . 5 0 . 5 a d s r . env # a m p l i t u d e
440 0 c o n s t 1 . env # p i t c h
0 . 2 0 c o n s t 1 . env # t i m b r e

Listing 2: quason structure for each note used in the Affirma-
tion SU

Medium and high intensities for expressing approval are
implemented keeping the same rhythm and harmonic pattern,
but changing the tempo to ♩= 120 and 280, and lowing the
key from G to E and C, respectively.

B. Expression of Hesitation

In essence, hesitation can be expressed by a constant pitch
of a short sound. As shown in [?], the intensity of hesitation
grows with the duration of the sound. The three levels of
hesitation intensity have been composed as the following
single quasons:

h e s i t a t i o n 0 # LOW l e v e l
1 0 . 5 a d s r . env # a m p l i t u d e
210 0 . 0 1 u p c o n s t . env # f r e q
0 . 0 1 0 . 2 cos 1 . env # t i m b r e
500 # d u r t i o n

h e s i t a t i o n 1 # NORMAL l e v e l
1 0 . 5 a d s r . env # a m p l i t u d e
220 0 . 0 u p c o n s t . env # f r e q
0 . 1 1 down . env # t i m b r e
1000 # d u r t i o n

h e s i t a t i o n 2 # HIGH l e v e l
1 0 . 5 a d s r . env # a m p l i t u d e
230 0 . 0 1 down . env # f r e q
0 . 3 0 . 2 cos 1 . env # t i m b r e
2000 # d u r t i o n

Listing 3: Hesitation implemented in three different intensity
levels.

Timbre also increases with the level of intensity, which
means that for an increasing intensity of hesitation, a rougher
sound is used.

C. Expression of Disapproval

Disapproval, denial, or rejection have been composed by
playing with dissonance, as suggested in [?], using the triad
C#−G−A (MIDI notes, 49, 55 and 57, respectively). In this
triad there is a line of descending minor seconds with a simple
rhythm pattern. This is the SU used for expressing disapproval
at a high intensity level:
bpm 60
n o t e t r e m o l o 49 5
n o t e t r e m o l o 55 5
n o t e t r e m o l o 57 5
a d s r u p 0 0 . 5 72 0 . 5 71 0 . 5 70 0 . 5 69 3
n o t e t r e m o l o 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 67 2

Listing 4: Disapproval SU in a high intensity

Normal and low levels are implemented by increasing the
rhythm to ♩= 90 and 220, and shortening the duration of the
SU. The note tremolo quason is implemented as follows:
n o t e t r e m o l o
0 . 2 1 t r e m o l o 6 . env # a m p l i t u d e
440 0 c o n s t 1 . env # f r e q u e n c y
0 . 3 0 c o n s t 1 . env # t i m b r e

Listing 5: quason ”note tremolo” implementation.

This quason uses a “tremolo 6.env” envelope for modulat-
ing the amplitude of its sound. This envelope is a sinusoidal
curve with 6 as its maximum, so the sound amplitude trembles
six times along its duration.

D. Expression of Hush

Hush is the sound for demanding silence: “ssshhh.” So an
ad hoc quason with a high level of a constant timbre level has
been used.
hush 0 # LOW l e v e l
0 . 1 0 . 2 up down . env # a m p l i t u d e
2300 0 . 0 1 up . env # f r e q u e n c y
1 1 c o n s t 1 . env # t i m b r e
600 # d u r a t i o n ( ms )

hush 1 # NORMAL l e v e l
0 . 2 0 . 6 up down . env # a m p l i t u d e
2400 0 . 0 1 up . env # f r e q u e n c y
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1 1 c o n s t 1 . env # t i m b r e
1000 # d u r a t i o n ( ms )

hush 2 # HIGH l e v e l
0 . 2 0 . 8 up down . env # a m p l i t u d e
2450 0 . 0 1 up . env # f r e q u e n c y
1 1 c o n s t 1 . env # t i m b r e
1200 # d u r a t i o n ( ms )

Listing 6: quasons for expressing ”hush” in three levels of
intensity.

A high timbre value means that the signal is closer to pink
noise, which best represents the “sh” sound. Intensity increases
with volume and duration.

E. The Expression of Summon

To summon is to call for the presence of somebody. For
instance, a whistle is normally used for calling a dog. We
implemented each intensity by increasing the velocity and the
pitch of a series of quasons that sound like a whistle.
bpm 90 # LOW l e v e l
summon 110 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 114 0 . 5

bpm 160 # NORMAL l e v e l
summon 112 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 116 0 . 5

bpm 220 # HIGH l e v e l
summon 116 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 120 0 . 5

Listing 7: SU for expressing summon in three different inten-
sities.

The structure of summon quason is defined as follows:
summon
1 0 . 5 cos 1 . env # a m p l i t u d e
600 0 . 5 down up . env # f r e q u e n c y
0 . 2 0 . 5 up down . env # t i m b r e

Listing 8: quason for expressing summon. It sounds like a
whistle.

F. Expression of Lack of Understanding or Question

The expression of a lack of understanding is implemented
as a short growing frequency.
a d s r u p # quason name
0 . 5 1 a d s r . env # a m p l i t u d e
440 0 . 0 1 up . env # f r e q u e n c y
0 . 5 0 . 1 down . env # t i m b r e

Listing 9: quason for expressing Signal Not-Understanding.

The intensity is changed by means of the fundamental
frequency: 66 (F4#), 69 (A4) and 73 (C5#), and the bpm from
quicker to slower: 220, 120, and 90, as is shown below.
bpm 220 # LOW l e v e l
a d s r u p 66 2

bpm 120 # NORMAL l e v e l
a d s r u p 69 2

bpm 90 # HIGH l e v e l
a d s r u p 73 2

Listing 10: SU for expressing Signal Not-Understanding in
three different intensities.

G. Expression of Encouragement

For expressing encouragement, we composed a rhythm
pattern in a bossanova groove4 and a chromatic cadence with
an ending growing sound, as is shown in the score represented
in Figure 13.

Fig. 13: Encouragement with high intensity

In this kind of rhythm, we use medium and low intensities,
and we increase the tempo to ♩= 90 and 110, and finally we
decrease the pitch by a semitone. Each of the four notes is
implemented as an “ADSR note” quason, defined in listing 2,
the same as used for expressing approval.

H. Expression of Greeting

Greeting is an opening communicative act since an inter-
action often begins with a greeting. The composed sound
is inspired by an onomatopoeia derived from how humans
usually say “hello” as a sequence of two notes in a melodic
resolution that represents opening.

bpm 90 # LOW l e v e l
n o t e t r e m o l o 0 1 56 1
n o t e t r e m o l o 0 1 64 1
a d s r u p 56 0 . 7 5 0 1
no te up 0 0 . 2 5 68 1

bpm 200 # NORMAL l e v e l
n o t e t r e m o l o 0 1 58 1 0 0 . 7 5 58 1
n o t e t r e m o l o 0 1 66 1 0 0 . 7 5 66 1
a d s r u p 58 0 . 7 5 0 1 0 1
no te up 70 1 0 0 . 5 70 1

bpm 55 # HIGH l e v e l
n o t e t r e m o l o 0 1 60 1
n o t e t r e m o l o 0 1 68 1
a d s r u p 60 0 . 7 5 0 1
no te up 0 0 . 2 5 72 1

Listing 11: SU for expressing Greeting in three different
intensity levels.

The low intensity greeting is represented as a musical score
in Figure 14.

I. Expression of Laughing

Laughing has been composed by playing with the rhythmic
pattern taken from a common guffaw. The SU shown in
Section V-A2 corresponds to the sound that expresses laughing
with a high level of intensity, see the musical score represen-
tation in Figure 15.

4A Brazilian rhythm that mixes samba and jazz.
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Fig. 14: SU score for expressing Greeting with high intensity

bpm 200 # LOW l e v e l
l a u g h c o n t i n u e 80 0 . 5 78 0 . 4 4 77 0 . 4 0 75 0 . 3

75 1

bpm 150 # NORMAL l e v e l
l a u g h c o n t i n u e 82 0 . 5 80 0 . 4 4 79 0 . 4 0 77 0 . 3

77 0 . 5 76 0 . 4 74 0 . 3 5 72 0 . 3 71 0 . 4 4 71 0 . 5

bpm 210 # HIGH l e v e l
l a u g h b e g i n 1 90 4
l a u g h b e g i n 2 70 2
l a u g h c o n t i n u e 0 3 83 0 . 5 81 0 . 5

80 0 . 5 78 0 . 5 77 0 . 5 75 0 . 5
73 0 . 5 70 0 . 5 71 0 . 5 69 0 . 5 68 0 . 5

Listing 12: SU for expressing Laughing in three different
intensity levels.

Fig. 15: Laughing in two parts: An opening chord and marcato
descending quasons

First two fast quasons make the beginning of laughing as a
chord, where the upper quason is a glissando5, so the result
opens the laughing. A chromatic scale of irregular marcato6

quasons simulates the “ha” parts of a guffaw.
The SU uses three different quasons: two for the beginning

chord, and one for the chromatic scale. Their structure has
been implemented as follows:
l a u g h b e g i n 1 # quason name
0 . 7 0 . 5 cos 4 . env # a m p l i t u d e
3750 0 . 3 up . env # f r e q u e n c y
0 . 4 1 cos 4 . env # t i m b r e

l a u g h b e g i n 2 # quason name
0 . 5 1 up . env # a m p l i t u d e
1679 0 . 3 up . env # f r e q u e n c y
0 . 2 1 up . env # t i m b r e

l a u g h c o n t i n u e # quason name

5In music, a glissando is a glide from one pitch to another.
6This is a musical instruction indicating that a note, chord, or passage is

to be played louder or more forcefully than the surrounding music.

0 . 5 0 . 5 down . env # a m p l i t u d e
2318 0 . 0 5 up . env # f r e q u e n c y
0 . 5 0 . 7 down . env # t i m b r e

Listing 13: Three quasons involved in the composition of SU
for laughing.

VII. EVALUATION OF OUR SONIC EXPRESSION SYSTEM

The evaluation is focused on the identification of the SU by
the users. The users tried to find the category of the played
SU using three levels of intensity in the expression of each
category.

A. The Robotic Platforms

In our experiments, we used the social robots of Robotic-
sLab, a research group at the University Carlos III of Madrid.
They are: Maggie [?], Mini [?], and Mbot [?].

The Maggie robot, 1.40 m high, moves through the envi-
ronment using a mobile base. The Mini robot is a “reduced
version” of the Maggie robot, however Mini is not able to
move in the environment. Mini has a height of about 55 cm
and its external shell is covered by plush fabric. Mbot is a robot
1.05 m high and its shell is made of carbon fiber. This robot
is a mobile robot and it is able to move around very quickly
but still safely. All of them have interactive skills, and are
equipped with broadcast-quality loudspeakers, microphones,
and sound cards.

B. Experimental Setup

The users filled out a questionnaire about a set of 21 sounds
corresponding to 9 different categories of communicative acts
at 3 different levels: low, normal or high. It was possible to
respond that the listened sound does not match any of the
listed categories.

The sounds were played randomly to avoid order effects.
As shown in Figure 16, each sound was played online as a
different YouTube video and could be repeated several times
if the user thought it necessary.

For testing the system, two main questions were set: how
accurately the participants recognized each sound category,
and whether the different intensities in each category affected
the recognition rate. This was measured subjectively by a
quiz of 9x4 multiple-choice questions, which corresponds to
the nine sound categories (affirmation, hesitation, negation,
question, summon, hush, encouragement, greeting) and the
three intensity levels plus a “nothing” option7.

Figure 16 also shows an optional textbox that opens the
possibility for the user to add any new different communicative
category label, in case he or she considers that the sound heard
does not correspond to any of the initial set of nine categories.

7The on-line form can be checked on a dedicated web server
http://soundsquestionnaire.web44.net/ or directly as an on-line file at
http://goo.gl/forms/Kqh62wy9Gs.
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Fig. 16: Form used for the test. It represents the answers
for 1 of the 27 SU. There is a multimedia link for hearing
the SU followed by a matrix of responses. The user has
to answer which communicative category best represents the
heard sound, at three possible levels.

aff hes den q sum hsh enc grt lgh
aff 35 3 3 10 5 3 18 21 2
hes 10 26 29 4 19 6 0 6 0
den 17 17 26 10 19 2 2 5 2
q 13 13 8 31 10 5 10 10 0
sum 5 8 2 7 62 7 0 9 0
hsh 2 12 12 2 12 54 0 6 0
enc 2 15 38 9 7 2 14 8 4
grt 5 9 25 19 9 2 1 26 4
lgh 2 10 16 9 2 3 5 5 48

TABLE II: Confusion matrix for recognition rates of LOW
intensity sounds by communicative expression categories. Cat-
egories are: affirmation (aff), hesitation (hes), deny (den),
question (q), summon (sum), hush (hsh), encouragement (enc),
greeting (grt) and laughing (lgh).

aff hes den q sum hsh enc grt lgh
aff 30 1 5 5 18 0 15 23 3
hes 20 22 18 14 14 6 2 4 0
den 0 21 58 6 4 4 4 0 3
q 13 16 8 37 7 0 6 8 5
sum 9 2 2 4 47 16 4 14 2
hsh 0 15 5 2 15 59 2 2 0
enc. 15 9 0 5 10 0 30 29 2
grt 8 10 24 11 26 0 5 14 2
lgh 2 7 21 3 3 3 5 5 51

TABLE III: Confusion matrix for recognition rates of NOR-
MAL intensity sounds by communicative expression category.
Categories are: affirmation (aff), hesitation (hes), deny (den),
question (q), summon (sum), hush (hsh), encouragement (enc),
greeting (grt) and laughing (lgh).

aff hes den q sum hsh enc grt lgh
aff 31 0 6 2 12 3 23 21 2
hes 3 16 31 2 33 10 2 3 0
den 0 6 86 2 0 0 0 0 6
q 7 15 2 41 10 0 10 8 7
sum 2 4 10 2 50 22 0 6 4
hsh 0 15 4 2 10 65 2 2 0
enc 13 5 2 10 10 0 24 23 13
grt 6 10 6 20 12 0 12 28 6
lgh 2 10 16 9 5 0 5 5 48

TABLE IV: Confusion matrix for recognition rates of HIGH
intensity sounds by communicative expression category. Cat-
egories are: affirmation (aff), hesitation (hes), deny (den),
question (q), summon (sum), hush (hsh), encouragement (enc),
greeting (grt) and laughing (lgh).

C. Results

A total of 51 participants participated in the study: 19
females (ages = 38,SD = 10.1%) and 32 males (ages =
37,SD = 10.0%) that completed an on-line questionnaire. All
of them reported that they live in Spain.

The results are explained in three different tables accord-
ing to the three levels of intensity of each SU. There is
a great agreement between the subjects in their intentional
interpretation of the SU. Some categories tend to be commonly
confused, while others are more easily identified.

Tables II–IV show the results of the recognition rates for
the nine categories of communicative expressions at the three
levels of intensity. Each table has to be read as follows: “row
sound category has been recognized as column communicative
expression category.” Table V shows the percentage rate of
non-empty answers, that is, answers according to the three
category levels: low, medium or high, and not to the option
“nothing.”

D. Discussion

According to the results presented in the previous section,
we can summarize the following qualitative facts:

1) Affirmation is quite recognizable but it is confused with
Greeting or Encouragement.

2) Hesitation is not easy to recognize, and it is confused
with Deny and Summon, but never with Laughing.

3) Deny is the easiest category to be recognized, and its
recognition rate increases with the level of intensity.

4) Question has been correctly recognized in the majority of
cases. It is sometimes confused with any other category
of the list, except Deny, Hush or Laughing.

5) Summon is quite easy to recognize, but it is sometimes
confused with Hush.

6) Hush is also quite easy to recognize. The level of inten-
tion favors the recognition rate.

7) Encouragement at a low level of intensity is confused
with Deny. At medium and high levels it is easier to
recognize, though. Sometimes, it is also confused with
Greeting.

8) Greeting is often confused with Deny, Summon or Ques-
tion.

9) Laughing is easy to recognize regarding the rest of
categories, but sometimes it is confused with Deny.

As mentioned above, not all the users answered all the ques-
tions. Table V shows the percentage of participation in each of
the answers in the test. A lower level of participation indicates
that the sound is not easily recognizable as a communicative
expression category. Notice that in all cases, the percentage is
above 90%.

On the other hand, some questions allowed open answers,
i.e., users could respond by filling a textbox with their own
appreciations, or adding a new category. These answers rep-
resent lower than 5% of the cases, but it might be interesting
to mention it. There were three types of these open answers:

1) Synonymous, for instance, the user indicates “silence” in
the Hush category (notice that an SU of this category is
asking for silence); or “congratulations” in Affirmation;
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Category Level Participation (%)

aff
LOW 92

NORMAL 100
HIGH 98

hes
LOW 94

NORMAL 90
HIGH 98

den
LOW 90

NORMAL 82
HIGH 92

q
LOW 96

NORMAL 94
HIGH 94

sum
LOW 98

NORMAL 96
HIGH 96

hsh
LOW 92

NORMAL 100
HIGH 92

enc
LOW 90

NORMAL 96
HIGH 96

grt
LOW 96

NORMAL 94
HIGH 100

lgh
LOW 96

NORMAL 90
HIGH 94

TABLE V: Percentage of non-empty answers in the form
for the test. Each SU expresses a category at a level of
intensity: low, normal or high. Categories are Affirmation (aff),
Hesitation (hes), Deny (den), Question (q), Summon (sum),
Hush (hsh), Encouragement (enc), Greeting (grt) and Laughing
(lgh)

“indifference” or “tension” in Hesitation; “error” or “fail-
ure” in Negation; “mockery” in Laughing;

2) Emotional, for instance, “fear,” “sadness,” “weeping,” and
“deception” in Negation.

3) Other responses, for instance, indicating “farewell” for
the low intensity Affirmation category, or “warning” for
the normal level Question.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

We have formulated a theory of sound synthesis for com-
municative purposes in a systematic way.

A new Sonic Expression System (SES) has been designed
and implemented. It includes the main acoustic features that
give variety to the communicative possibilities of the system.
All the systems in the state-of-the-art are pretty much simpler,
being focused mainly on the expression of the prominent
emotions, and are covered by our SES. This SES is based
on normalized curves that are modulated in real-time for
creating acoustic envelopes. These envelopes are gathered in
a new concept in Non-Verbal Sounds generation: the quason.
The system combines different quasons in a unique sonic
phrase called a Sonic Utterance, that also has its own acoustic
parameters/envelope curves.

Notice that the set of these curves could be easily increased.
Also, these acoustic envelopes could be taken from any other
source and not just from an initial domain. New envelopes
are learned from perception skills. For instance, a robot could
learn how to greet by perceiving and analyzing the sound of

the user when he/she greets, and incorporate such envelopes
in the quason domain of normalized curves.

In this paper, we covered the expression of nine common
categories of communicative expressions by composing some
ad hoc musical licks as SUs. We also presented and validated
a system which allows having control over the degree of
intensity of the expression of each communicative expression.
Expressing some communicative intentions by NVS isolated
from a context of reference is not an easy task. We found
that some categories of communicative expressions are easily
confused. For instance, “positive” categories such as Agree-
ment, Encouragement and Greeting are sometimes confused
with each other. But there are several categories that are very
distinguishable from others, such as Deny, Laughing, Question
(or Signal Not-Understanding), Summon or Hush. The results
presented here should be improved if the SES is integrated in a
complete multimodal robot which can use other cues than the
sonic mode: gestures, semantic cues and dialog management,
that help to set a coherent context of interaction.

In this paper, each sonic utterance is created by the devel-
oper with the main aim of demonstrating that the quason based
model is able to express life-like communicative messages
through the so-called sonic modality. Algorithm composition
should allow generating such sounds automatically from a set
of communicative intention features.

The system is conceived to be used in interaction scenes.
The SES was built using puredata and allows real-time sound
synthesis. However, the perception and planning skills have to
be developed to be linked to the Continuous Composer, in the
SES, for achieving the goals explained in I-A about natural
interaction, and the interaction efficiency by means of message
modulation and synchronization.

This paper could serve as a basis for additional experiments
in non-verbal sound generation for expressing communicative
intentions, involving more and different versions of SU in the
expression of the nine categories studied here and/or others.
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